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« Sharing Transformative Narratives »
A Guide for Workshop Organizers

NARRATOPIAS
Narrating the Worlds We Want, Together

What you will find in this guide

Narratopias is a collaborative and open project to organize, on a
global scale, a collective response to the recurring call for «New
narratives». It is an invitation to embark on a search for
alternative, transformative narratives, work from them and in the
aim of turning them into the seeds of concrete changes.
This guide is about the first leg of this journey, which intends to
build an open « Library of Transformative Narratives », which
will be managed as a commons.
It helps you organize a workshop during which participants will
share what they consider to be « Transformative Narratives »
from arts, fiction, and design, and to kickstart a discussion around
them. It tells you how you can prepare and run such a workshop
(feel free to adapt it!), and how to share its output with the global
community taking part in Narratopias.
We hope you’ll have a great time doing these workshops!
If you need any help, contact us:
Daniel Kaplan dkaplan@plurality-university.org
Chloe Luchs chloe.luchs@plurality-university.org
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NARRATOPIAS
Narrating the Worlds We Want, Together

The goal: to build a collective Library of
Transformative Narratives
WHAT DO WE INTEND TO ACHIEVE
TOGETHER?
The first step of Narratopias is to build a
collective library of transformative narratives,
from all over the world, and open to all languages
and means of expressions.
This Library will be managed as a “commons”.
Anyone can access it, browse through its content,
and contribute to it. The content database will
also be made available to research and other
groups willing to analyze it, map it, etc.
At this stage, the Library is accessible here:
https://platform.plurality-university.org/
narratopia/
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WHAT BELONGS IN THE LIBRARY?
By « Narrative » we mean « a particular way of
explaining or understanding events », formulated
as a story or an image, rather than a theory or
discourse.
By « Transformative Narratives » we mean a
narrative that hints at possible alternative futures
(i.e. not usual, not dominant, somewhat
desirable…).
These Narratives can be presented in stories,
images or videos, games, design fictions, etc.
They can be about the future, the present or even
the past, so long as they relate to possible change.
They can refer to change at any scale (from local
community to the Planet or beyond). They can be
the participants’ own work, or other references
that they find fertile and inspiring; Original or
pre-existing works; Based on pure imagination, or
on existing initiatives and experiences.
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The platform : https://platform.plurality-university.org/narratopia/
Content can be in any language; English
summaries are encouraged, but not mandatory

Click here to add
acontribution
(stuck? see p. 12)

Users can navigate by
using “tabs”, or remove
them altogether

The four phases of the workshop

BEFORE THE WORKSHOP

DURING THE WORKSHOP
(see also p. 7)

– Gather a group of interested persons
– Ask them to each bring with them one piece of an artistic or fictional work that is representative
of a “new narrative” that means something to them...

Phase 1 (appr. 1hr)
– Around a large whiteboard (electronic or not)
– Participants paste their “narratives” on the board andexplain why they chose it.
– Others can add their own interpretation, or even come up with new, related references.
Phase 2 (appr. 40 mn)
– Find clusters and patterns that connect some narratives together (or perhaps oppose them).

AFTER THE WORKSHOP

– Enter the relevant narratives collected during the workshop into the Library (see p. 9).
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The workshop’s goals and state of mind

GOALS

STATE OF MIND

The goals are:

This workshop should open up new ways of thinking, expose
participants to diverse narratives, and generate discussions. It is
a time to spend drifting with other between the content shared
and the discussions on why they chose it.

✷ To collect “new/transformative” narratives that
participantsbrought with them and/or thought of during
the workshop.

✷ To insert the relevant narratives into the Library.

It shouldn’t be approached with the purpose of producing
«deliverables» or «actionable material». The only formal deliverable
is the addition of some of the «narratives» brought by participants
into the library.

The goal is NOT to agree on one particular narrative. A large
diversity of narratives is a desirable outcome, not an issue.

This workshop can be over when there are no more content to
share nor connections to make.

✷ To initiate a conversation around those narratives.

However, nothing stops you from pushing it further (if you have
time) and use the material as an entry point to an activity you
might want to do with your group (draw, write, build, play, etc.).

Preparing for the workshop

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
WORKSHOP
✷ Duration: 2 hours (can be reduced to 1.5 if
necessary).
✷ Can be online or offline. If online, use a shared
whiteboard such as Miro or Mural. If offline,
you can use an electronic whiteboard and big
screen, or a board/wall/table; in this case, a
connected computer and printer are
recommended.
✷ Participants: at least 10, can be more if
participants can be split into subgroups of
10-12, with one facilitator per group.
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BEFORE THE WORKSHOP
Approximately one week before
the workshop, ask all
participants to each select and
bring with them one pieceof an
artistic or fictional work which
is representative of a “new
narrative” that means
something to them.
Remind participants of this
request 1-2 days before the
workshop.
See email template on p.10
(Appendix).

Running the workshop from beginning to end [1/2]
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DURATION: 2 HRS. MAX

INTRODUCTION (10 MN)
– Quickly introduce yourself/ves as organizers, Narratopias, the workshop’s goals, and how it will be organized.
– There is no need for all participants to introduce themselves at this time (especially if they are more than 10-12),
they can do it at the beginning of phase 1.

PHASE 1: SHARING PARTICIPANTS’ NARRATIVES [1 HR]
Around the whiteboard:
– Ask a participant to start sharing
his narrative by pasting an image,
a link, a video, an excerpt of a
text, etc., while explaining why
this is to them a meaningful new/
alternative narrative. (the 1st
time, participants can also present
themselves in very few words).
Encourage participants to take to
time to read an extract (if they
brought a text), to describe the
image or movie they brought, to
discuss the message, character
and themes of their narratives.

The more detailed the description, – Repeat until all participants have
the easier participants will bounce
shared their narratives. If some
on each other, create connections
participants have brought more
and add other references.
than one, try to make sure all
– Other participants can provide
participants have had a chance to
additional or different
share before that.
interpretations. Encourage them to – If participants have ideas they
write them down as comments or
want to share but haven’t brought
post-its appended to the
specific material, search the web
“narrative”.
with them in order to find and
– Ask whether other participants
print/paste an image or an
have brought narratives that feel
excerpt.
close to the first one. Repeat
commenting process.

Template Board on Miro: https://
miro.com/app/board/o9J_lPo3uF8=/

This is what the whiteboard may
look like at the end of phase 1

Running the workshop from beginning to end [2/2]

PHASE 2: REFLECTING ON THE NARRATIVES [40 MN]

AFTER THE WORKSHOP

– Invite participants to regroup narratives that seem connected.
Express why they are connected. Give the clusters a name. Take
note of possible disagreements.
– If a narrative can be connected to different clusters, just duplicate
it.
When there are no more connections to make, you can consider
the workshop as finished. The following possibilities are optional,
depending on the time you have left and the dynamics of the
group:
– Invite participants to identify narratives that seem opposed in
some way. Express why. Give the opposition a name. Take note of
possible disagreements.
– Reflect on the exercise: What does it tell us about the role of
narratives? How, under which conditions, can they facilitate
desirable change? What should be the project’s next steps?

– Select the relevant material collected during the workshop and
post it on https://platform.plurality-university.org/narratopia/
– By “relevant” we mean all material that fits the broad definition of
“transformative narrative”. Trust your judgement – but also,
remember a narrative may have its place in the Library even if you
personally don’t like what it says.

If you’re having difficulties managing the group or the workshop,
see page 11.

If you’re having difficulties posting onto the platform,
see page 12.

There is no absolute need for a long plenary at the end, apart from
thanking participants and letting them know what will happen next.
Disagreements on narratives, their meaning, their desirability, are good
and do not need to be resolved.

Appendix
Template email to participants
Tips for running the workshop
Tips for posting the material on the Platform
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Template email to participants

*Subject: Narratopias Sharing Workshop*
Dear XX,
[thank you for registering ; reminder of date, time, location or URL…]
This workshop is part of Narratopias, an international project which aims to collectively build a «Library of
transformative narratives». Your participation will allow you to contribute to this effort, to take part in a global
movement, and to begin reflecting on how (or under which conditions) new/transformative narratives can facilitate
meaningful, or perhaps radical change.
In order to prepare for the workshop, we need you to select one one artistic or fictional work that, in your opinion, is
representative of a “new narrative” that points the way to possible and desirable change.
This «narrative» can be presented as a story, an image, a video, a game, an object, etc. It can be about the future, the
present or even the past, so long as it relates to possible change. It can refer to change at any scale (from local
community to the Planet or beyond). It can be from your own work, or another references that you find fertile and
inspiring; Original or pre-existing works; Based on pure imagination, or on existing initiatives and experiences.
We will begin the workshop by sharing what each of you has brought.
[We look forward to meeting you, etc.]
Best regards,
XXX

Running the workshop: Tips

WHAT IF PARTICIPANTS HAVEN’T BROUGHT MATERIAL
WITH THEM?
– First, make sure at least some did: ask them well ahead of time;
remind them 7, then 2 days before the workshop, talk to them…
– Start with those who have something and ask others whether that
makes them think of something else. Help them think of
narratives that complement, or contradict, the ones already
shared.
– Go on the web to search the content that came to the
participants’minds and paste it along with others.

WHAT IF A PARTICIPANT DOESN’T TALK?
That participant needs to be helped, not shamed (”X, have you
nothing to say?”). Have moments when you naturally go through
each participant in the group, so the person has their turn without
being singled out. Help them express what they have in mind.

WHAT IF A PARTICIPANT TALKS TOO MUCH?
– Before giving them a chance to speak a 3rd or more time, make sure
everyone else has shared / expressed their views. If needed, interrupt
that person by saying other people must have their say before.
– Repeat as many times as needed in order to avoid an imbalance to
progressively shut off other participants.

WHAT IF WE CAN’T FIND PATTERNS FOR CLUSTERING
(IN PHASE 2)?
Try any of these means to scout for patterns:
– Content: Which narrative disagrees with one another?
– Attitude: is the Narrative more around Resistance / Revolution /
Adaptation / Progressive transformation / Ambition… ?
– Tone: Hopeful / Despair / Neutral-Descriptive / Militant…
– Driver: Technology / Policy / Economics / Individuals /
Collectives / Dreams…
– Scale: Community / Local / Region / Country / Planet /
Universe…
– Points of view…

Posting the material on the Platform: Tips
– Go to http://platform.plurality-university.org/narratopia/
– To add a reference, click on
– Describe the reference

The content piece
appears empty.
Click on the “+” to add
content.

You now see three possibilities:

Title of the work /
project

Tags : click on “already created”
to see which ones exist. You can
always add your own by typing it
and clicking the yellow “+”.

Tabs: under which
tab(s) the Content
should appear. Try not
to exceed 2 tabs!

Click to create the content piece
and start entering content.

Text:
1. Type or paste. You can use
basic editing functions (bold,
italics, titles, quote, links…).
2. Add reference information if
possible: bibliographical or other
source data; source URL.
3. Click “save”.

Link:
1. Paste a link.
Youtube and Vimeo links result in
embedding the video.
Tweets are also embedded.
Other links create a snapshot of
the page.
2. If relevant, add information on
the source.
3. Click “save”.

File:
1. Choose the file to upload from
your device.
Images are displayed as such.
Downloadable files are displayed
as links.
2. Add reference information: title,
source, author…; source URL.
3. Click “save”.

You can add as many elements of content as you want.
The content can be modified during the next 24 hours. Afterwards, it can only be modified by the Narratopias team.
This is a technical consequence of the fact that the platform does not require identification or collect personal data.

